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Abstract Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) is a chronic,

functional gastrointestinal (GI) disorder. Cognitive behav-

ioral therapy (CBT) has been shown to be efficacious for

IBS; however, access to qualified CBT therapists is limited.

This study was a randomized, controlled trial of a CBT

self-help workbook for IBS. Sixty patients with IBS were

randomly assigned to active treatment or waitlist control.

Participants were evaluated 6 weeks post-randomization at

which point waitlist controls crossed over to active treat-

ment. Treatment completers (17 in the immediate treatment

group vs 19 in the waitlist control) experienced statistically

and clinically significant improvement in quality of life, GI

symptom severity, visceral sensitivity and catastrophic

cognitions immediately post-treatment. Treatment efficacy

was partially mediated by reductions in catastrophic

thinking and visceral sensitivity. Limitations of the study

included a high attrition rate, as is common in both inter-

net-based and self-help intervention studies. Multiple

imputation of missing data for post-treatment was carried

out to correct for attrition, and subsequent analyses repli-

cated prior statistically significant improvement on all

major outcome measures. This study represents a move

towards wider dissemination of and access to empirically-

supported treatments for IBS, as well as an effort to test a

self-help book in a randomized, controlled trial prior to

publication.
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Introduction

Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) is a chronic, functional

gastrointestinal (GI) disorder, which can result in con-

siderable disability and distress (Luscombe 2000). It is a

fairly common disorder that affects between 10 and 20 %

of the population with a female predominance of 2:1

(Drossman 2006; Dancey et al. 2002). IBS can be very

difficult to manage medically (Ford et al. 2008), and

general practitioners often feel at a loss as to how to

address the discrepancy between patient treatment

expectations and current clinical practice (Casiday et al.

2009). Medication management has typically focused on

symptom reduction with antispasmodics, although anti-

depressants, serotonergic agents and other novel biologi-

cal treatments are sometimes also used (Sainsbury and

Ford 2011). According to the Rome III criteria (Drossman

et al. 2011) symptoms of IBS include severe burning or

cramping abdominal pain that is typically relieved with

defecation, a marked change in the frequency of defeca-

tion (constipation, diarrhea, or mixed constipation/diar-

rhea) and/or a change in the form or appearance of stool

(Longstreth et al. 2006). In addition, many secondary

symptoms are associated with IBS, including extreme

urgency to defecate, bloating, farting and a fear of fecal

incontinence. These symptoms can often be unpredictable

and embarrassing, leading many IBS sufferers to feel

ashamed of their condition (Dancey et al. 2002). As a

result, many patients with IBS develop considerable

avoidance and increased safety behavior utilization, such

as carrying around anti-diarrheal agents, wearing adult

diapers, food avoidance, avoiding social gatherings, and

mapping out routes to the bathroom for each location they

visit (e.g. Ljotsson et al. 2014; Reme et al. 2010; Labus

et al. 2004, 2007; van Dulmen et al. 1996). IBS can be a
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debilitating condition that can lead to significant impair-

ment in quality of life and functioning.

Most researchers posit a complex etiology for IBS

involving biological and psychosocial factors (Halpert and

Drossman 2005; Chapman and Martin 2011). IBS has been

characterized as a perpetuating cycle of hypersensitivity of

the gut. Physiologically, this may be related to disordered

5-HT transmission in the gut (Ford et al. 2009). Symptoms

lead to increased maladaptive health behaviors, which in

turn lead to greater attention to symptoms culminating in

hypervigilance and an increase in catastrophic cognitions

related to the gut (Posserud et al. 2009; Labus et al. 2007;

Lackner and Quigley 2005; Lackner et al. 2004; Naliboff

et al. 2001). Thus, some of the psychological aspects of

IBS are quite similar to the cycle of catastrophizing and

avoidance that characterizes panic disorder (Hunt et al.

2009a). Indeed, patients with IBS are also likely to expe-

rience comorbid psychiatric disorders, especially anxiety

disorders and depression (Fond et al. 2014; Gros et al.

2009). Indeed, Cho et al. (2011) reported that comorbid

anxiety was observed in close to 40 % of patients with IBS,

compared to 24 % of healthy controls, while depression

was also seen in close to 40 % of patients with IBS,

compared to 17 % in healthy controls. Moreover, they

reported that patients with comorbid diagnoses often

experience more severe symptoms. In addition, early life

stress, trauma and PTSD have been found to be significant

risk factors for a number of functional somatic syndromes,

including IBS (Afari et al. 2014).

Not surprisingly, given the conceptual overlap with

disorders that are typically responsive to cognitive-behav-

ioral therapy (CBT), CBT has also been shown to be an

efficacious treatment for IBS (Jones et al. 2011). Numerous

recent trials have demonstrated its efficacy (e.g. Craske

et al. 2011), even when contact with a therapist is reduced

(Moss-Morris et al. 2010) or limited to brief email com-

munication (Ljotsson et al. 2010; Hunt et al. 2009b). CBT

targets both behavioral avoidance and distorted beliefs

about GI symptoms. Treatment efficacy has been shown to

be mediated by both reductions in visceral sensitivity

(Wolitzky-Taylor et al. 2012) and by reductions in mal-

adaptive, illness-related cognitions (Chilcot and Moss-

Morris 2013). Treatment is clearly most efficacious when it

incorporates elements of exposure therapy, which can be

implemented even with relatively little therapist contact

(Ljotsson et al. 2014). Unfortunately, very few patients

with IBS have access to trained CBT providers, even

remotely. Given the prevalence of the disorder, this means

that millions of people with IBS may lack access to an

empirically-supported psychosocial treatment for IBS.

Thus, it is important to establish whether cognitive-

behavioral interventions for IBS can serve as stand-alone

self-help treatments. There is considerable evidence that

self-administered treatments can be effective (Mains and

Scogin 2003) and can have large effect sizes (Den Boer

et al. 2004). Indeed, Norcross (2006) called for broader

integration of self-help into psychotherapy; however,

shockingly few self-help books have empirical support. As

Norcross (Norcross 2006, p. 684) has observed, ‘‘The sad

fact is that the vast majority of self-help materials have not

been empirically evaluated…’’ Despite this lack of support,

people still buy the books. In the year 2000, $563 million

were spent on self-help books in the United States alone

(Bergsma 2008).

Thus, the goal of this study was to adapt an existing

cognitive behavioral intervention for IBS (Hunt et al.

2009b) into a stand-alone self-help book and test it in a

randomized, controlled trial. Only one other study to our

knowledge has examined a fully self-help intervention for

IBS. Sanders et al. (2007) carried out a randomized, con-

trolled trial of a self-help treatment with no therapist

contact. Participants were given the book Breaking the

Bonds of Irritable Bowel Syndrome (Bradley-Bolen 2000)

broken up into 5 parts. Participants were asked to complete

a series of questionnaires before receiving the next part.

During the treatment phase, participants received no ther-

apist feedback. They obtained a moderate effect size on

quality of life of d = .43. These results are encouraging,

but we hoped that the treatment tested here would have

larger effects. While the book tested by Sanders et al.

(2007) appears to discourage avoidance, it actually subtly

encourages many avoidance behaviors, such as limiting

one’s diet, planning quick access routes to bathrooms and

attempting to minimize anxiety. The text frames these

strategies as ways to improve quality of life, and at least get

people ‘‘out the door’’ and they seem sensible on first

glance. Unfortunately, such strategies are actually likely to

undermine the efficacy of an intervention for IBS as they

encourage people to avoid abdominal sensations and do not

encourage people to examine and rethink their fears. The

self-help text being tested in this study, in contrast, has

both strong exposure and de-catastrophizing components,

both of which have been shown to improve the effect sizes

associated with treatment (Ljotsson et al. 2014; Chilcot and

Moss-Morris 2013; Wolitzky-Taylor et al. 2012).

Hypotheses: We hypothesized that participating in the

active treatment would result in significant improvement in

GI symptom severity, quality of life, visceral sensitivity,

and catastrophic cognitions. We also hypothesized that

reductions in visceral sensitivity and catastrophic cogni-

tions would mediate the impact of treatment on GI symp-

toms and quality of life, as has been found by other

researchers (e.g. Wolitzky-Taylor et al. 2012; Hunt et al.

2009a, b). We thought it was important to include measures

of both visceral sensitivity (the Visceral Sensitivity Index

or VSI—Labus et al. 2004) and catastrophic cognitions (the
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GI-Cog—Hunt et al. 2014), as together they capture the

full spectrum of gastrointestinal-specific anxiety. The VSI

captures an individual’s anxiety about GI sensations (e.g.

‘‘When I feel discomfort in my belly, it frightens me’’),

hypervigilance, awareness of GI sensations (e.g. ‘‘I am

constantly aware of the feelings I have in my belly’’), and

fear and avoidance of food related situations (e.g. ‘‘I get

anxious when I go to a new restaurant’’). The GI-Cog on

the other hand captures why people are hypervigilant,

frightened, and avoidant (i.e. because they have cata-

strophic beliefs about what the consequences might be

when they experience GI symptoms or go to a new res-

taurant). Finally, we hypothesized that treatment complet-

ers would experience clinically significant change in

addition to statistically significant change.

Methods

Participants

We recruited sixty patients with IBS (50 female, 10 male)

through doctor referrals, online invitational messages

posted on support group websites (e.g. ibsgroup.org, He-

alingWell.com, Facebook), and an invitational flyer left in

the gastroenterology department of the Hospital of the

University of Pennsylvania. Inclusion criteria included

either physician-confirmed diagnosis of IBS (by referring

gastroenterologist) or participant self-report that a medical

professional had diagnosed them with IBS. All participants

also completed a self-report checklist of the Rome Diag-

nostic Criteria for IBS (Whitehead et al. 2006). All 60

potential participants met criteria for IBS based on this

structured questionnaire. That is, all endorsed abdominal

pain or discomfort occurring at least 2–3 days a month (for

women, not exclusively during menstruation) for at least

6 months. The pain had to remit with defecation at least

some of the time, and the onset of the pain had to be

associated with a change in the form of the stool at least

some of the time. There were no exclusion criteria for other

comorbidities (either gastroenterological or psychiatric).

We were particularly lenient with our exclusion criteria

because we wanted to sample from the ‘‘self-help’’ popu-

lation and maximize our external validity. Individuals who

purchase self-help books (on-line or in bookstores) may

well be self-diagnosed and have not necessarily been pre-

screened for other comorbidities. We wanted to ensure that

our sample reflected this reality. Thus, it is possible that

some participants had undiagnosed organic GI disorders.

Current American Gastroenterological Association practice

guidelines, however, do not recommend routine colonos-

copy or barium studies for exclusionary diagnosis (AGA

2002). Nineteen of our participants (32 %) reported

comorbid Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease (GERD). Two

participants (3 %) reported comorbid Crohn’s Disease.

One of those individuals also reported comorbid

ulcerative colitis. Summary demographic data can be seen

in Table 1.

Measures

Rome III Questionnaire

The Rome III IBS-specific Questionnaire is a widely used

10-item ordinal scale questionnaire that indicates inclusion

criteria for this functional gastrointestinal disorder. The

Rome III Questionnaire for IBS has been found to have

acceptable validity as well as good test–retest reliability

(Whitehead et al. 2006). More recently, the Rome III cri-

teria have been reported to have a sensitivity of 69 % and a

specificity of 80 % compared to a gold standard gastro-

enterology evaluation including colonoscopy and micro-

histology (Ford et al. 2013).

Table 1 Demographic information

Treatment group

Active treatment Waitlist controls

N 32 28

Mean age 36 (15.7)

(range 18–68)

36 (12.6)

(range 20–63)

Gender

Female 25 25

Male 7 3

Marital status

Divorced 3 (9 %) 1 (3.5 %)

Married 13 (41 %) 9 (32 %)

Single 14 (44 %) 17 (61 %)

Separated 2 (6 %) 1 (3.5 %)

Ethnicity

Asian/Pacific Islander 1 0

Black/African-American 2 1

White/Caucasian 29 27

Education

Less than high school 1 0

High school/GED 2 4

Some college 13 9

Bachelor’s degree 9 7

Post-graduate degree 7 7

Employment

Unemployed 10 8

Part-time 4 7

Full-time 13 8

Not reported 5 5
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Gastrointestinal Cognitions Questionnaire (GI-Cog)

The GI-Cog consists of 16 self-report items that are rated

on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 0 (Hardly) to 4

(Very much). Individual items are summed, and total

scores range from 0 to 64. The questionnaire consists of

three subscales, the pain/life interference subscale (e.g.

‘‘When I feel my GI symptoms acting up, I’m afraid the

pain will be excruciating and intolerable’’), the social

anxiety subscale (e.g. ‘‘If I have to get up and leave an

event, meeting, or social gathering to go to the bathroom

people will think there’s something wrong with me’’), and

the disgust sensitivity subscale (e.g. ‘‘The thought of fecal

incontinence is terrifying. If it happened, it would be

awful’’). The GI-Cog has been shown to have excellent

internal consistency (a = .92) and test re-test reliability

(r = .87, p \ .001) (Hunt et al. 2014). The GI-Cog had

excellent internal consistency in our sample with Cron-

bach’s a = .92.

Visceral Sensitivity Index (VSI)

The VSI is a widely used 15-item scale that measures

gastrointestinal symptom-specific anxiety (GSA). Items are

totaled with a range of scores from 0 (no GSA) to 75

(severe GSA) (Labus et al. 2007). As demonstrated by

Labus et al. (2004), the VSI has high internal consistency

(Cronbach’s a = .93), a mean inter-item correlation of .47,

and good criterion, construct and predictive validity.

Overall internal consistency was excellent in our sample

with Cronbach’s a = .91.

Gastrointestinal Symptom Rating Scale (GSRS-IBS)

The GSRS-IBS contains 13 self-report items rated on a

6-point Likert scale (Wiklund et al. 2003) ranging from 1

(no discomfort at all) to 7 (very severe discomfort). Total

scores range from 13 to 91. The GSRS-IBS has 5 sub-

scales, including abdominal pain, bloating, constipation,

diarrhea, and satiety. Each dimension has demonstrated

high internal consistency of Cronbach’s alpha ranging

from .74 (pain) to .85 (satiety). Furthermore, the GSRS-

IBS has demonstrated both high test–retest reliability,

with intra-class correlations among the factors ranging

from .55 (pain) to .70 (bloating), as well as high construct

validity (Wiklund et al. 2003). Overall internal consis-

tency was good in our sample with Cronbach’s a = .81.

The GSRS has been used as a primary outcome measure

in a number of recent randomized controlled trials of IBS

treatments (e.g. Ljotsson et al. 2014) and the Rome

Foundation reports that it is shorter and more user

friendly than the IBS Severity Scoring System (IBS-SSS)

(Drossman et al. 2011).

Irritable Bowel Syndrome Quality of Life (IBS-Qol)

The IBS-Qol contains 34 self-report items rated on a

5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (a great

deal/extremely), (Patrick et al. 1998). Summed item scores

are then transformed such that final scores range from 0

(highly impaired quality of life) to 100 (excellent quality of

life). The IBS-Qol has been demonstrated to have high

internal consistency (Cronbach’s a = .95), as well as high

test–retest reliability, with ICCs ranging from .76 (food

avoidance) to .89 (dysphoria), and good construct validity

(Patrick et al. 1998). Internal consistency was excellent in

our sample with Cronbach’s a = .96.

Exit Questionnaire

Participants were asked to complete a brief exit question-

naire at 6 weeks post-treatment to assess the degree of

compliance with the treatment (e.g. ‘‘How much of the

workbook do you think you actually read?’’ and ‘‘How

many of the exercises in the workbook did you actually

do?’’) and the credibility of the treatment (e.g. ‘‘How well

did the workbook explain the reasons for doing the exer-

cises?’’ and ‘‘Overall, how helpful did you find the work-

book?’’). Each item was rated on a 6 point Likert Scale

ranging from 0 (not at all or never) to 5 (very often or very

much so).

Procedures

Participants were emailed a link to the consent form and

initial questionnaires. They read the consent form online

and consented by clicking the ‘‘I consent’’ radio button.

They then completed all baseline questionnaires. After we

received their baseline results and confirmed that they met

Rome criteria, they were randomly assigned based on order

of enrollment, nested within different research assistants

who handled different referral streams, to either active

treatment or waitlist. Some minor miscommunication

between research assistants led to unequal assignment to

conditions, resulting in slightly uneven groups with a total

of 32 individuals in the active treatment group and 28

individuals in the waitlist control group. In the active

treatment condition, participants were then given the

option of receiving a link to an online version of the

workbook or to be sent a hard copy if they preferred.

Participants had 6 weeks to complete the workbook at the

end of which time they were sent a set of exit question-

naires. During this time, participants in the waitlist condi-

tion were asked to be patient and were told they would be

offered the treatment in 6 weeks. All participants received

a 3-week check-in email from research assistants to ensure

there were no questions and to confirm continued
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participation. Approximately two thirds of waitlist partic-

ipants replied back with brief reassurances that they were

still enrolled and/or were looking forward to beginning the

active arm of the study. Other than this, there was no

additional therapist or study contact, encouragement, or

support. During follow-up data collection, participants

received a maximum of three email reminders (with a link

embedded to the online surveys) asking them to complete

the questionnaires. No further efforts were made to obtain

their data (e.g. phone calls).

Intervention

The self-help workbook employed in the study was an

expanded version of the modular, internet intervention

developed by Hunt et al. (2009a, b). The original inter-

vention was tested in a design that allowed for limited

interaction and therapist feedback. Since the workbook was

intended to stand alone as a self-help treatment, chapters

were expanded and many more examples were added.

Every participant received the exact same text. They knew

they had 6 weeks to complete the workbook, but they were

not given any schedule or timeline for reading it. The

workbook takes a fairly standard cognitive behavioral

approach starting with psychoeducation and relaxation

training and progressing through an introduction to the

cognitive model, applying the cognitive model to IBS,

recognizing and overcoming avoidance and encouraging

behavioral experiments and, ultimately, exposure to feared

situations and sensations.

• Chapter 1: Differential Diagnosis

Defines IBS and discusses important differential diag-

noses, including lactose intolerance, celiac disease and

the inflammatory bowel disorders. It encourages read-

ers to review their medical history with their doctor and

ensure that they are confident about the IBS diagnosis.

• Chapter 2: The Biopsychosocial Model of IBS

The etiology and maintenance of IBS is explained, in

large part to give a clear treatment rationale for

targeting emotional and behavioral components of the

disorder. It is emphasized that the physical symptoms

are ‘‘real’’ and not ‘‘all in their heads’’ but that the gut is

highly reactive to stress and sympathetic arousal.

• Chapter 3: Relaxation Training

Introduces relaxation training and provides instructions

for diaphragmatic breathing, progressive muscle relax-

ation, and imagery. It encourages readers to practice

each of the three different approaches to relaxation and

to pick the one (or two) that work best and use them

daily.

• Chapter 4: The Cognitive Model of Stress Management

Introduces the cognitive model of stress, including

identifying situations, thoughts and feelings, and begins

to teach people to identify distorted beliefs and review

the evidence for and against them.

• Chapter 5: Applying the Cognitive Model to IBS

Symptoms

Applies the general cognitive model to IBS in partic-

ular, helping users to identify IBS specific catastrophic

beliefs, to consider more benign alternatives, and to

evaluate the evidence for and against various beliefs.

An example of an IBS-specific distorted belief would

be ‘‘If I get up to use the bathroom in the middle of a

movie, everyone around me will be exceedingly

annoyed.’’

• Chapter 6: Behavioral Experiments

Challenges the reader to engage in some behavioral

experiments and to test their predictions for certain sit-

uations. An example would be to go to a movie theater,

sit in the back, and observe how many people actually

get up during the movie and how others react to them,

followed by intentionally getting up a few times

themselves.

• Chapter 7: Eliminating Avoidance

Focuses on behavioral avoidance and encourages

graded exposure to feared situations. For example, an

individual who feared being trapped in the car and

needing to get to a bathroom might try driving around

the block near their house for 20–30 min until their

anxiety habituated. After successfully completing that,

they would be encouraged to gradually expand the

range until they could actually drive to a meeting an

hour away with their boss.

• Chapter 8: Diet and IBS

Focuses on food and reviews the scientific evidence for

and against the often contradictory advice about using

diet to manage IBS. It encourages a healthful, whole

foods diet that mixes soluble and limited insoluble fiber

and discourages people from ‘‘demonizing’’ particular

‘‘danger’’ foods or food groups.

• Chapter 9: Summary and Review

Reviews the treatment and provides encouragement and

suggestions for relapse prevention and further

improvement.

Assessments

Assessments, which consisted of the GI-Cog, VSI, GSRS-

IBS, and IBS-QoL, were given to the active treatment

group at baseline, post-treatment (6 weeks on average after

baseline), and at 3 month follow up post-treatment. For the

waitlist control group, assessment occurred at baseline and

at 6 weeks follow-up. Control subjects then crossed over to

active treatment. They completed the assessment again
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6 weeks later (post-treatment) and one last time 3 months

post-treatment.

Analyses

Independent samples t tests were conducted on all baseline

variables to ensure that the groups were comparable both

demographically and on all symptom measures. Indepen-

dent samples t tests were also used to compare the baseline

measures of treatment completers to individuals who

dropped out of the study. Because there was significant

attrition during the study, results are reported in several

different ways. First, completer analyses were conducted

using Multivariate Analysis of Covariance (MANCOVA)

and then Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) to predict

post-treatment scores by condition, controlling for baseline

scores. Similar ANCOVA’s were then used to assess

3-month follow-up data. In addition, paired samples t tests

were used on combined treatment completer data to com-

pare post-treatment to 3-month assessments as an assess-

ment of maintenance of gains in this small subset.

Because only sixty percent of the sample completed the

6-week post-treatment assessment, we used multiple

imputation to address the missing data. SPSS version 21

allows for multiple imputation using either Markov-Chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) modeling, when the data are miss-

ing at random, or monotone imputation strategies to reduce

bias when the missing data are not random. The program

then supports some inferential statistics using the pooled

data. We set the specifications to a total of ten iterations

(Spratt et al. 2010). The imputation regression included

sex, age, condition, all baseline measures, and post-treat-

ment assessment variables. In order to control for change

over time, we used the newly imputed data set to conduct a

linear regression predicting the post-treatment data from

the baseline data, and saved the residual scores. We then

analyzed the saved residuals using independent samples

t tests comparing the waitlist to the active treatment group

on all four major outcome variables and report the pooled

results.

Mediational analyses examined whether the impact of

treatment on GI symptom severity and quality of life was

due in part to reductions in visceral sensitivity and cata-

strophic cognitions. We used Baron and Kenny’s (1986)

approach to assess potential mediation but employed the

methods developed by Hayes and colleagues (Hayes 2009,

2013; Preacher and Hayes 2004) to estimate the indirect

effects in multiple potential mediator models. Rather than

using the Sobel test (Preacher and Hayes 2004) to establish

whether including a potential mediator actually resulted in

a significant reduction in the coefficient for treatment

condition, we used the Indirect macro (Preacher and Hayes

2008) to generate 95 % bias-corrected bootstrap confidence

intervals for all indirect effects, using 1,000 bootstrap

resamples, as recommended by Hayes and Scharkow

(2013). If the confidence interval did not include 0, then the

mediation was significant. Ideally, we would have had

multiple assessments of both catastrophic thinking and

quality of life that would have allowed us to clearly

establish the temporal precedence of changes in cata-

strophic thinking and visceral sensitivity. Unfortunately,

the design did not allow for this.

Finally, we examined the clinical significance of the

impact of treatment using the methods developed by

Jacobson and Truax (1991). We calculated the clinical

significance of all outcome measures using Criterion B (a

score within two standard deviations of a normal popu-

lation) and Criterion C (a score closer to the mean of the

normal population than to the mean of the dysfunctional

population) and report on the percent of the completer

sample that achieved ‘‘recovered’’ status. We used the

means and standard deviations obtained by Hunt et al.

(2014) on all measures for both normal controls and

individuals with IBS and used reported test–re-test reli-

abilities for each measure to ensure reliable change.

According to Jacobson and Truax (1991), Criterion C

would be more stringent when the populations overlap,

which was the case with all of the measures employed in

this study.

Results

Baseline Scores

There were no significant between-group differences on

any of the demographic variables or on baseline symptom

severity, quality of life, visceral sensitivity, or catastrophic

cognitions. In terms of symptom severity, our sample’s

baseline scores were comparable to moderate to severe

Rome diagnosed IBS. Our sample’s baseline GSRS scores

on the Rome III relevant criteria of pain and altered bowel

habits (diarrhea and constipation) were comparable to the

moderate to severe samples reported by Wiklund et al.

(2003). For diarrhea, the severe sample’s mean score was

4.5 (SD 1.5), while our sample had a mean score of 4.65

(SD 1.4). For constipation, the severe sample’s mean score

was 2.6 (SD 1.5) while our sample had a mean score of

2.99 (SD 1.7). Finally, for the pain dimension, our sample

was comparable to patients with moderate to bordering on

severe Rome diagnoses. For the pain dimension, Wiklund

and colleagues reported a mean score of 3.9 (SD 1.1) for

the moderate sample and a mean score of 5.0 (SD 1.1) for

the severe sample, while our sample had a mean score of

4.79 (SD 1.42). See Table 2 for pre-treatment and post-

treatment scores for both treatment groups.
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Because a subset of participants (n = 14) were referred

to the study by gastroenterologists working in tertiary care

GI departments at major area teaching hospitals, we were

able to compare the baseline measures of individuals who

found the study online to those being seen at tertiary care

clinics. On all measures, there was at least a trend towards

greater symptom severity in individuals who found the

study online. This was significant for the VSI [t(58) = 2.41,

p \ .05], marginally significant for the quality of life

measure and the GI-Cog [both t(58) [ 1.8, both p \ .10]

and non-significant for GI symptom severity [t(58) = 1.42,

p = .16]. Thus, internet recruitment overall tended to yield

a more severely distressed sample, perhaps because those

individuals being treated by gastroenterologists were

receiving medications that might have reduced their

symptoms somewhat.

Predictors of Attrition

Therewassignificantattritionfromthestudyinboththeactive

treatment and the waitlist control groups (see Fig. 1 for a flow

chartofstudyenrollment).Predictorsofattritionincludedhigher

levelsofbaselineGIsymptomseverityandimpairedqualityof

life. Treatment completers had less severe GI symptoms at

baseline, t(58) = -2.49, p \ .05. Treatment completers also

hadlessimpairedqualityoflifeatbaselineascomparedtodrop-

outs,t(58) = 2.01,p = .05.

Completer Analyses

We conducted a MANCOVA predicting post-treatment

scores by treatment condition while controlling for baseline

scores on all measures. There was a significant main effect

of treatment condition on all of the major outcome mea-

sures, Hotelling’s F(4, 26) = 6.70, p = .001. We then

conducted separate ANCOVAs for each of the main out-

come variables predicting post-treatment scores by treat-

ment condition while controlling for baseline scores. We

also calculated effect sizes for the change in scores post-

treatment across groups using Cohen’s d. We found sta-

tistically significant improvement on all measures for the

completer sample. See Table 2 for detailed results.

Because the waitlist control group was crossed over to the

active treatment arm at 6 weeks, we cannot provide com-

parisons of treatment to control at the 3 month follow-up.

However, we did look at maintenance of treatment gains for

all participants who completed both the treatment and the

3 month follow-up. We also examined initial gains in the

waitlist group once they were crossed over. Individuals in the

waitlist group who completed the post-treatment assessment

showed improvement that was comparable to the initial

active treatment group. Paired samples t tests examining

change from 6 week follow-up (with no treatment) to post-

treatment were significant for quality of life, visceral sensi-

tivity and catastrophizing [all t(11) [ 3.63, all p \ .01.]

Table 2 Means and standard deviations for all outcome variables across groups and comparisons between active treatment and waitlist controls

at post-treatment, controlling for baseline symptoms

Measure Active treatment Waitlist control Completers only

(Cohen’s d)

Pooled imputed

data (Cohen’s d)
N M (SD) N M (SD)

GSRS

Pre-treatment 32 55 (13.0) 28 56 (13.4)

Completer post-treatment 17 42 (13.5) 19 55 (11.5) F(1,33) = 12.59** (d = 1.04) t(58) = 2.87* (d = .76)

Completer 3 month 6 44 (20.1) 8 45 (15.3)

IBS-QOL

Pre-treatment 32 43 (23) 28 37 (23)

Completer post-treatment 17 66 (16) 19 36 (23) F(1,33) = 30.59** (d = 1.51) t(58) = 3.69** (d = .96)

Completer 3 months 6 72 (23) 8 57 (27)

GI-Cog

Pre-treatment 32 37 (15.3) 28 41 (14)

Completer post-treatment 17 22 (12.6) 19 41 (13) F(1,33) = 36.3** (d = 1.44) t(58) = 3.49** (d = .92)

Completer 3 months 6 18 (14.7) 8 25 (16)

VSI

Pre-treatment 32 56 (15.8) 28 58 (12.7)

Completer post-treatment 17 44 (13.9) 19 57 (12.9) F(1,33) = 13.25** (d = .97) t(58) = 2.69* (d = .71)

Completer 3 months 6 34 (18.9) 8 43 (15.3)

GI-Cog Gastrointestinal Cognitions Questionnaire, GSRS Gastrointestinal Symptom Rating Scale, IBS-QOL IBS Quality of Life Impairment, VSI

Visceral Sensitivity Index

* p B .01; ** p B .001
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There was a trend toward significant improvement in GI

symptom severity as well [t(11) = 1.92, p = .08]. Finally,

we combined the treatment completers from the active

treatment group and the waitlist control group to examine

retention of treatment gains at 3-month follow-up for the

subset of participants who remained in the study. Participants

continued to show statistically significant improvement from

baseline on all measures, even at 3 months post-treatment

[all t(13) [ 2.5, all p \ .05]. In addition, there was no sig-

nificant reduction in treatment gains from post-treatment to

3 month follow up [all t(13) \ .5, all p [ .64].

Intent-to-Treat with Imputed Data

The results using the imputed data were weaker, which is

not surprising given that the data were not missing at

random as attrition was related to greater symptom severity

at baseline. The multiple imputation procedure attempts to

reduce this bias. Nevertheless, the results still showed

statistically significant change from baseline to post-treat-

ment for the active treatment group compared to the

waitlist control group [all t(58) [ 2.65, all p \ .01]. Effect

sizes were also smaller but still ranged between medium

(.75) and large (.97). See Table 2 for details.

Mediation Analyses

The second aim of the study was to test whether changes in

catastrophic thinking and visceral sensitivity would at least

partially mediate improvement in quality of life. Hayes

(2013) developed a number of macros for use in SPSS that

allow the testing of multiple mediator models using boot-

strapping to estimate indirect effects. We tested several

potential mediation models, examining the impact of

treatment on both GI symptom severity and quality of life

as mediated by changes in catastrophic cognitions and

visceral sensitivity. In each case, we controlled for either

symptom severity or quality of life at baseline. For quality

of life, both catastrophic cognitions and visceral sensitivity

independently mediated the impact of treatment (for the

GI-Cog, 95 % confidence interval was -12.1 to -3.14; for

the VSI the 95 % confidence interval was -5.13 to -.23.).

Similarly, both catastrophic cognitions and visceral sensi-

tivity independently mediated the impact of treatment on

GI symptom severity (For the GI-Cog, 95 % confidence

interval was .63 to 6.1; for the VSI the 95 % confidence

interval was .16 to 5.3).

Clinically-Significant Change

We also examined the clinical significance of the results

(Jacobson and Truax 1991). For the GSRS, the mean

obtained by Hunt et al. (2014) for the normal controls was

(M = 14, SD = 15) and for individuals with symptomatic

IBS was (M = 49, SD = 18). This puts the critical value

for Cutoff B at 44 and for Cutoff C at 31.5. For criterion B,

9 out of 17 participants (53 %) met the criteria for recov-

ered at post-treatment. For criterion C, 4 out of 17 (24 %)

met criteria for recovery. For quality of life, Hunt et al.

(2014) found means for normal controls (M = 88.8,

SD = 17.2) and for individuals with symptomatic IBS

(M = 47, SD = 22). The critical value for Cutoff B is thus

60 Patients with IBS
Consented

32 Active Treatment

15 (47%) failed to  
complete 6-week 

assessment

17 (53%) completed 
active treament and 
6-week assessment

11 (34%) were lost 
to follow-up

6 (19%) completed 
3-month assessment

28 Waitlist Control

9 (32%) failed to 
complete 6-week 

assessment
19 (68%) completed 
6-week assessment

7 (25%) lost to 
follow-up

12 (43%) completed 
active treatment

4 (14%) lost to 
follow-up

8 (29%) completed
3-month assessment

Fig. 1 Flow chart of enrollment in the study
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54.4, and for cutoff C is 67.8. This put 12 out of 17 (71 %)

or 9 out of 17 (53 %) respectively of our treatment

completers in the recovered category. For the GI-Cog,

Hunt et al. (2014) reported a control mean of (M = 16.3,

SD = 10.7) and a symptomatic IBS mean of (M = 37.7,

SD = 15.3). The critical value for Cutoff B was thus 37.7

(only coincidentally the same as the mean for the symp-

tomatic sample) and for Cutoff C was 27. This put 15 out

of 17 (88 %) and 12 out of 17 (71 %) of the sample

respectively in the recovered category at post-treatment.

Finally, for the VSI, Hunt et al. (2014) reported a control

mean of M = 15.4 (SD = 13.6) and a dysfunctional mean

of M = 53 (SD = 15). The critical value for Cutoff B was

thus 42.6 and for Cutoff C was 34. This put 6 out 17 (35 %)

and 4 out of 17 (24 %) of the sample respectively in the

recovered category. See Table 3.

Compliance and Credibility

Finally, we briefly assessed both compliance and credibility.

Overall, treatment completers reported moderate compli-

ance (M = 2.3, SD = .7) and slightly greater, but still

moderate credibility of the intervention (M = 2.7,

SD = .9). Not surprisingly, they were highly correlated. For

example, how well participants thought the workbook

explained the reasons for doing exercises was strongly pos-

itively correlated (r = .47, p \ .05) with how many of the

exercises they reported actually doing. Additionally, the

more often they reported accessing and using the workbook,

the more helpful they reported finding the workbook to be

(r = .62, p = .001). Overall, summary compliance and

credibility were also correlated with each other at r = .65,

p = .001; however, neither compliance nor credibility as

assessed by this brief measure was significantly correlated

with post-treatment outcome measures.

Discussion

These preliminary results suggest that a stand-alone, cog-

nitive-behavioral treatment for IBS can significantly

improve quality of life, reduce catastrophic thinking, lower

symptom severity, and mitigate visceral sensitivity.

Completer analyses yielded statistically and clinically

significant results, with treatment having a positive impact

on all outcome measures. Indeed, on the crucial quality of

life outcome measure, over half of the completer sample

achieved recovered status, even using the more conserva-

tive Criterion C cutoff.

Additionally, tests of our mediational models indicated

that improvements in quality of life and GI symptom

severity at post-treatment were partially explained by a

reduction in catastrophic cognitions, as found by Hunt et al.

(2009b), with further variance accounted for by reductions

in visceral sensitivity, as found by Wolitzky-Taylor et al.

(2012). We conclude from this that it may be helpful to

include cognitive components that focus on restructuring

cognitions in order to reduce catastrophic thinking along

with other efficacious components of treatment. In an

elegant dismantling study, Ljotsson et al. (2014) found that

exposure exercises were an important active component of

efficacious CBT for IBS. Exposure, in addition to fostering

habituation, may also facilitate cognitive change.

Overall, we are strongly encouraged by the results of

this study, which appear to suggest that CBT for IBS is

efficacious and can be delivered using a self-help text with

no therapist feedback. This is only the second study, to our

knowledge, to completely eliminate the therapist compo-

nent from treatment (Sanders et al. 2007). The effect sizes

obtained by Sanders et al. (2007), however, were only

moderate at best. This study, in contrast, suggests that it is

possible to dramatically improve quality of life for some

patients with IBS through a self-help book, thus increasing

the accessibility of efficacious treatment for this debilitat-

ing disorder. The self-help text tested in this study may

have been more effective, perhaps due to the strong

emphasis on de-catastrophizing and exposure. While the

book tested by Sanders et al. (2007), Breaking the Bonds of

Irritable Bowel Syndrome (Bradley-Bolen 2000), appears

to discourage avoidance, it actually subtly encourages

many avoidance behaviors, such as limiting one’s diet,

planning quick access routes to bathrooms and attempting

to minimize anxiety. Such strategies are likely to reduce

the efficacy of an intervention for IBS (Ljotsson et al.

2014). Furthermore, the previous study (Sanders et al.

2007) used more stringent inclusion criteria, limiting its

Table 3 Clinical significance using Cutoff B or Cutoff C of the Jacobson and Truax (1991) method

Catastrophizing

(GI-Cog) (%)

Quality of life

(IBS-Qol) (%)

Symptom severity

(GSRS) (%)

Visceral sensitivity

(VSI) (%)

Cutoff B

% recovered

88 71 53 35

Cutoff C

% recovered

71 53 24 24
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ecological validity. This study, on the other hand, used

lenient inclusion criteria in order to maximize the gener-

alizability of the results.

This study had a number of limitations, however, that

must be considered, many of which are common to inter-

net-based trials (Mathieu et al. 2013). First, there was a

high rate of attrition. Only 53 % of the participants in the

active treatment group completed the post-treatment

assessment. This is, ironically, exactly the average follow-

up rate found in a large review of internet trials (Mathieu

et al. 2013). As in other internet trials, this substantial

attrition rate may be explained by the extremely low cost to

participants of enrolling and the lack of financial com-

pensation and/or extensive monitoring and tracking. All

participants had to do was click on a link, electronically

consent, and fill out some symptom surveys online. If they

met our inclusion criteria at baseline, they were included in

our intent-to-treat sample, even if we had no reason to

believe that they ever accessed or read the workbook.

Multiple imputation methods can be a powerful way to

‘‘replace’’ missing data and to reduce the bias introduced

by attrition, particularly when the data is not missing

completely at random (Spratt et al. 2010). We still cannot

know for certain, however, how the intervention would

have fared had we been able to retain a higher percentage

of the sample. Thus, the best we can say is that the inter-

vention seems to work well for people who completed it,

but a large percentage of people (about 40 %) may not

have found the treatment acceptable.

Far fewer subjects (only 19 %) completed the 3-month

follow-up assessment, and this is disappointing. We can-

not, therefore, know if the treatment gains persisted. We

did not make efforts to collect that data through repeated,

alternate means of contact (e.g. phone calls). Mathieu et al.

(2013) found that studies that used repeated, alternate

means of contact had higher follow-up rates. There was so

much data missing at 3-month follow-up that even multiple

imputation would have been an inappropriate strategy.

Intent-to-treat analyses using last observation carried for-

ward would also have been inappropriate since it would

potentially create the illusion of maintenance of gains.

Rather, we chose to combine the data from the 14 partic-

ipants (6 from the active treatment group and 8 from the

waitlist control) who completed the treatment and the

3-month follow-up assessment to examine maintenance of

gains. For those 14 participants, gains persisted across all

outcome measures. This is encouraging, but clearly pro-

vides relatively little information about the sample as a

whole.

Second, there was a lack of rigorous diagnostic inter-

viewing or medical confirmation of the IBS diagnosis, as is

normally required for randomized controlled efficacy trials.

In addition, we did not exclude participants on the basis of

comorbid organic GI disorders. However, all of our par-

ticipants did meet criteria for IBS according to the Rome

criteria, and initial scores on the Rome criteria dimensions

of the GSRS (symptom severity) put our sample in the

moderate to severe range compared to patients with con-

firmed physician diagnoses. This suggests that the sample

was appropriate for the study. Additionally, one of our

aims was to maximize the study’s ecological validity in the

context of an effectiveness study. When individuals pur-

chase self-help books at bookstores or online, there is no

requirement that a physician confirm the relevant diagnosis

first. The participants in our study self-identified as having

a diagnosis of IBS and typically found our study online.

They are likely to be representative of individuals who troll

the internet and online booksellers searching for self-help

treatments for IBS.

Third, we used alternate assignment to condition, rather

than relying on a random number generator, and we did not

blind either participants or investigators to treatment con-

dition. Moreover, some minor miscommunication between

research assistants led to an unequal assignment to condi-

tions. Mathieu et al. (2013) point out, however, that while

these methodological choices are not ideal, they are not

particularly problematic for internet-based trials that rely

entirely on self-report. Future trials by our group will

certainly use placebo-control conditions, blinding of par-

ticipants, and true random assignment.

Fourth, we did not include multiple baseline assessments

or daily diary measures over 2–3 weeks. Since IBS

symptoms are often unstable and wax and wane from day

to day and week to week, this would have provided a more

reliable measure of symptom severity over time. The

GSRS, however, which was our primary measure of GI

symptom severity and distress, asks participants to rate

their symptoms ‘‘over the last week.’’ While this is cer-

tainly subject to recency bias, it does require participants to

‘‘average’’ their symptoms over a week long period.

Fifth, our control group was not an active, placebo

control but a simple waitlist that was then crossed over to

active treatment after 6 weeks. IBS is known to have a

fairly large placebo response rate (e.g. Kaptchuk et al.

2010), so using a waitlist control presumably magnified the

group differences. It is difficult, however, to implement a

credible but inert placebo control that is parallel to and

equally time consuming as a 6-week-long psychothera-

peutic intervention. Future research by our group, however,

will attempt to develop a comparable psycho-educational

and social support control condition.

Finally, we assessed treatment compliance and treat-

ment credibility with only a brief self-report measure at

post-treatment. It is quite possible that participants read

very little of the workbook and did not complete many of

the exercises. It is also possible that the high rate of
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attrition was related to low credibility or perceived irrele-

vance. In the future, an interactive, on-line self-help man-

ual could be created that would record information about

what topics users looked at and what sections they spent

the most (or the least) time on. This would assist in

understanding what components users found most credible

and helpful.

Despite these limitations, however, we believe that this

study is of significant value. It is only the second study to test

an entirely stand-alone treatment with no therapist feedback

for IBS. Despite the lack of face-to-face interaction with a

therapist, participants experienced statistically and clini-

cally significant improvement in quality of life, symptom

severity, catastrophizing, and visceral sensitivity. This study

represents a step towards utilizing the power of the internet

to disseminate empirically-supported treatments to indi-

viduals who would probably not have access to them

otherwise. It is also an attempt to provide empirical vali-

dation to a self-help book prior to publication, something

that most self-help books on the market are sadly lacking

(Norcross 2006). While simply purchasing a book without

reading it or practicing the exercises the book recommends

will benefit no one, we believe this study demonstrates that

motivated IBS sufferers can achieve substantial benefits

from using this particular self-help workbook.
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